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YouTube to PSP Converter is a powerful YouTube on PSP tool which helps you convert YouTube to
PSP, and other mp4 plays and all video/audio formats. YouTube to PSP converter can not only
extract audio from YouTube flv video to MP3, WAV, WMA, AAC, M4A, etc, but also convert
YouTube to all popular video formats like AVI, DivX, XviD, WMV, 3GP, MPEG, MP4, M4V, ASF,
RM, RMVB, MOV, VOB, etc. Own this YouTube to PSP converter to get a perfect and professional
YouTube on psp. You could also download YouTube FLV videos with it.

Actually there are a lot of youtube to PSP tools available in the network, including both the free ones
and premium ones. Choosing the most suitable one would totally rely on your own requirements.

Generally speaking, most youtube to PSP converters would have the following features:

1.Supporting multi-core CPU and multi-threading for each task, this YouTube to PSP converter
offers you the highest conversion speed with excellent quality.

2.Intuitive interface, convert video easily for you.

3.You can keep the default settings or set parameters of the video and audio by yourself to get
particular effects for output file.

4.Support various types of video aspect ratio such as 16:9, 4:3.

5.So many conversion settings are adjustable to convert YouTube to PSP files, such as window
screen size, video quality, bit rate, frame rate, etc.

6.Variety of default YouTube to PSP profiles allow you to minimize the routine and do the job that
requires hours in just a few minutes.

7.Provide rich profiles, customize and save your profile for future use.

8.So easy to modify the name and path of output files.

In most times, those youtube to psp converters are very easy to use, usually you just need to take a
few steps to convert your favorite youtube video into the psp video format and enjoy that.

Step 1: Download the youtube to PSP tools.

Step 2: Launch the software and import the downloaded video into it, some tools may allow you to
directly input the youtube video url to convert it directly.

Step 3: Customize the output conditions and simply click â€œConvertâ€•.

Step 4: Waiting for a few seconds and find the converted videos from the folder which you setup as
the output path.

And with such powerful YouTube to psp converter, not only can convert YouTube to psp, you can
also convert YouTube to almost all other popular video formats.
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